Electronic Health Record (EHR) Products compliant with the Michigan Care Improvement Registry (MCIR) for HL7 Submission (VXU)

Products compliant with QBP (Query by Parameter) marked with an asterisk (*)

Click [this link](#) to access the MCIR HL7 Specification Guide which details the required fields.

- Acumen
- Adaptamed
- Allscripts – Paragon*
- Allscripts – Practice Partners
- Allscripts Professional SaaS *(cloud based)*
- Allscripts Professional*
- Allscripts Sunrise*
- Allscripts Touchworks*
- Amazing Charts*
- Aprima
- ARIA
- AthenaHealth EHR *
- athenaClinical *(cloud based)*
- CareTracker (formerly Ingenix EHR)
- CHAMP EHR*
- Champ Software*
- Cerner PowerWorks (ambulatory) *
- Cerner Power Chart (hospital) *
- DocuTAP
- eClinical Works (ECW)*
- Electronic Services Technologies (EST)
- Elekta Mosaicq
- eMedicalNotes
- eMDs
- EPIC *
- Evident (formerly CPSI)*
- FlatIron OncoEMR *(formerly known as Altos)*
- FrameworkLTC (Softwriters)
- GE Centricity*
- Genius Solutions – EHR Thomas
- Greenway - Primesuite
- Greenway – Intergy
- Greenway – Success EHS
- Healthfusion - MediTouch
- Healthland-Centriq
- Hyland OnBase
- inSync
- iPatientCare*
- Medent*
- Medibus
- Medical Informatics Engineering- Webchart
- Medical Information Technology
- Medicat*
- MedicBright Technologies
- Meditab
- MedWorxs
- Mitchell & McCormick
- ModuleMD
- Netsmart Insight*
- Office Practicum
- Occupational Health Management (OHP)
- Parknet
- Patagonia Health*
- Patient Education Genius (PEG)*
- PCC *(Physician’s Computer Company)*
- PCE
- PDSMed
- PDX
- PioneerRX*
- Point and Click Solutions (OpenChart)
- Praxis
- Prescribe Wellness *(pharmacy product)*
- Prognosis
- PyraMed
- Quest Diagnostics *(formerly known as Care360 & Quanum)*
- RPMS (IHS Tribal)
- Scientific Technologies In-house (STC)*
- Sevocity
- Siemens Soaraim
- Sorrell
- SRS Pharmacy Systems
- SuiteMed Intellectual Medical
- TRIARQ Health *(former name gloStream)*
- WRS Health

EHR Products Customized by a Solution Group or Third Party Software

- AdvancedMD – Iron Bridge
- CareCloud – Iron Bridge Integration
- CareTracker – Iron Bridge Integration
- eMDs – Tangible Solutions
- Falcon – Iron Bridge Integration
- GE Centricity – Virtual OfficeWare *
- Kareo – Iron Bridge integration
- MedInformatix – eInformatics *
- Meditec – iatric Systems *
- Medisoft Clinical - Microwiz
- NextGen – Rosetta, Mirth software *
- McKesson Practice Partners – Mouseketeers
- Practice Fusion – Iron Bridge
- QS1 Pharmacy and Management – Script Management Partners (SMP) *
- Wellcentive – Advance, Dr. First – Iron Bridge integration
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